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ECOWAS: Problems and Prospects 

The success of experiments involving economic cooperation 
in West Africa in the 1980s will turn on two major factors: 
(1) the economic conditions facing key countries (France, 
Nigeria, Senegal, and the Ivory Coast) and (2) the degree of 
continuing commitment by the political leadership in these 
countries to pursue their national interests through regional 
organizations. While it is risky, indeed foolhardy, to predict 
what will happen in any area of Africa in the next eight 
years, or even in the next eight months, the most likely 
scenario for West African regional cooperation in the 1980s 
is that France and the francophone countries will continue 
their several mutually rewarding cooperative arrangements. 
ECOWAS will fail to achieve its goals of broader regional 
economic integration but may make some modest contribu
tions to regional cooperation. 

ECOWAS in Context 
In the 25 years since African countries began to attain their 
independence, an extraordinary number of regional and 
subregional organizations have been created, involving 
various degrees of economic and political cooperation. The 
Directory of Intergovernmental Cooperation Organizations in 
Africa, compiled by the Economic Commission for Africa in 
1976, lists over 100 such organizations in existence at that 
time. These organizations can be divided into three 
categories: 

• The majority, which have as their primary goal the 
coordination of relations among a few countries to achieve 
specific shared goals, such as utilizing a river or lake (e.g ., 
the Lake Chad Basin Commission and the River Niger Com
mission) or dealing with a particular common problem (e.g., 
the African Groundnut Council and the West African Rice 
Development Association). 

• Regional organizations whose principal objective is the 
economic development of certain sectors or regions of 
member states, usually through the distribution of financial 
resources contributed to a common fund by members and 
particularly by outside donors-for example, the Conseil de 
!'Entente, the Organisation de Mise en Valeur du Fleuve 
Senegal (OMVS), and the Comite Permanent Inter-etats de 
Lutte Contre Ia Secheresse dans le Sahel (CILSS). 

• The far more ambitious and politically significant 
organizations aimed at full economic integration. The 
smallest of the organizations" in this third category is the 

Mano River Union (MRU), between Liberia, Sierra Leone, 
and Guinea. The MRU has made some progress toward re
moving trade barriers, particularly between Liberia and 
Sierra Leone. Guinea has only recently joined, and thus it is 
too early to evaluate its role (for comments by Guinea's 
president, see "A Conversation With Sekou Toure" in CSIS 
Africa Notes, No.2, August 15, 1982, p. 5). ECOWAS and 
the cluster of institutions involving francophone African 
states and France are the two most important economic in
tegration efforts. 

The Francophone Cluster 
Among the few successful experiments in monetary and 
economic integration among independent states anywhere in 
the world is the Union Monetaire Ouest-Africaine (UMOA) 
with its associated Banque Centrale des .;tats de !'Afrique de 
!'Ouest (BCEAO), and the Communaute Economique de 
!'Afrique de !'Ouest (CEAO). 

The UMOA was set up at the time of independence to con
tinue the monetary arrangements among francophone states 
and France which preceded independence. Members of the 
UMOA currently include Benin, Ivory Coast, Niger, Senegal, 
Togo, and Upper Volta. Mali did not join the UMOA and 
Mauritania withdrew in 1972. However, Mali is currently 
seeking membership in the UMOA. 

Members of the UMOA have relinquished a significant 
amount of control over their monetary policies. They cannot 
print money; only the BCEAO can issue money. They can
not expand domestic credit at will; ceilings on credit expan
sion in member countries are agreed on by all members and 
France within the framework of the BCEAO, based on eco
nomic projections for the coming year. Moreover, there is an 
absolute ceiling on the expansion of credit to individual 
governments of no more than 20 percent of the previous 
year's tax revenues. Members cannot restrict the flow of 
capital among UMOA countries and must maintain roughly 
equivalent interest rates. Finally, UMOA members cannot in
dependently devalue or revalue their currencies as a means 
of domestic economic adjustment. The franc CFA is main
tained at a fixed rate vis-a-vis the French franc. 

The convertibility of the franc CFA is guaranteed by the 
French government, which is prepared to buy francs CFA at 
the official rate at any time. This arrangement is maintained 
in the following fashion: UMOA members deposit their 
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foreign assets in the BCEAO, which in turn deposits at least 
65 percent of these pooled assets in an operations account in 
the French treasury. Ideally, the net balance of payments 
position of UMOA members in this account should show 
neither a surplus nor a deficit. In fact, until the mid-1970s, 
this account was in persistent surplus, in effect providing a 
loan to the French treasury . In recent years, however, the 
account has begun to show a large deficit (reflecting the 
substantial balance of payments deficits of the two largest 
UMOA members, Senegal and the Ivory Coast). The deficit 
is in effect an overdraft or a loan from the French treasury to 
the UMOA. The size of this deficit was estimated to have 
reached at least $700 million in 1980. With the appearance 
of a deficit in the operations account, a number of policies 
aimed at eliminating the deficit are activated, including an 
escalating level of interest charges to the BCEAO for the 
overdraft and an "invitation" to the countries in deficit to 
seek assistance from the International Monetary Fund. 

The remarkable degree of monetary integration achieved 
within the UMOA and BCEAO has its political costs . The 
abilities of member states to manage their economies 
through independent monetary and fiscal policies are severe
ly limited. The Union indeed represents a considerable relin
quishment of sovereignty on the part of member govern
ments. The benefits of UMOA membership include a fully 
convertible currency which facilitates a wide range of 
economic transactions and makes the area relatively attrac
tive to tourists, businessmen, and foreign creditors. UMOA 
members are also forced to pursue relatively disciplined 
monetary policies which over the long run have helped these 
countries avoid the extreme economic distortions and disrup
tions so evident in some other African countries. 

France has benefited in several ways from its ar
rangements with the UMOA. The UMOA ensures the free 
transfer of capital among member countries and from 
member countries to France. French businesses as well as 
French technicians and other expatriates (there are 65,000 
in the Ivory Coast alone) have found the UMOA's ar
rangements extremely convenient for repatriating savings 
and profits and for other financial transfers. The UMOA 
clearly favors the continuation of strong economic and com
mercial links between France and member countries. 

Parallel to the UMOA, two successive customs unions 
have been set up among francophone states in West Africa. 
The first such effort was the Union Douaniihe des Etats de 
I'Afrique de I'Ouest (UDEAO), established in 1959. Despite 
several reorganizations, UDEAO was not an effective experi
ment in customs union and it had become moribund by the 
late 1960s. In the early 1970s, as Nigeria was beginning ac
tively to promote ECOWAS-indeed, in large part because 
Nigeria was promoting the creation of a region-wide 
economic union-a number of francophone African leaders, 
with support and encouragement from France, began to pur
sue the creation of a customs union among francophone 
states. In 1971, Presidents Senghor of Senegal and 
Houphou'et-Boigny of the Ivory Coast announced their sup
port for the creation of the Communaute Economique de 
I'Afrique de I'Ouest (CEAO). In 1973, the CEAO was 
established. Members are the Ivory Coast, Mali , Mauritania, 
Niger , Senegal, and Upper Volta. Benin and Togo par
ticipate as observers. As Africa Confidential (London) ob
served in May 1973, the creation of the CEAO represented a 
"complex maneuver to counterbalance Nigeria's political and 
economic weight. in particular, to check her attempts to 
organize a larger economic community." 

The objective of the CEAO was to establish a customs 
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union, including such features as free trade in certain com
modities, free movement of labor, establishment of a com
mon external tariff, and the creation of a common fund for 
compensation of those countries adversely affected by the 
new trade arrangements. Considerable progress has been 
achieved toward these goals; for example, labor movement 
is free and member countries have reportedly reduced their 
tariffs on certain CEAO products by 65 percent. 

How ECOWAS Came To Be 
The Economic Community of West African States, establish
ed in 1975, aspires to the same goals for all the 16 states of 
West Africa which the CEAO and the UMOA had already 
begun to achieve for the francophone countries-namely a 
customs union, and monetary harmonization and integra
tion. The plan was that ECOWAS would eliminate tariffs 
and non-tariff barriers to trade among member states over a 
15-year period; meanwhile, members would establish a com
mon external tariff. There would be free movement of per
sons among ECOWAS states, and economic, monetary, 
agricultural, and industrial policies would be harmonized. 

ECOWAS had its roots in earlier attempts at economic in
tegration among West African countries . At a 1967 con
ference on regional economic cooperation held in Monrovia 
under the sponsorship of the Economic Commission for 
Africa, 11 West African countries signed draft articles of 
association of a West African Economic Community. At a 
later meeting of heads of state, a protocol establishing the 
Community was adopted. Little further activity occurred until 
after the Nigerian civil war (during which, it will be 
remembered, the Ivory Coast recognized Biafra and 
reportedly encouraged France to do so as well). Following 
the war, the Nigerian government under General Yakubu 
Gowon turned its attention to strengthening Nigerian leader
ship in West Africa and, consequently, reducing French in
fluence in the region. Supporting the creation (or rather, the 
recreation) of a regional customs union of all West African 
states was one way to advance this goal. 

It is not necessary to recount the series of diplomatic steps 
by Nigeria which led to the eventual creation of ECOWAS, 
but it is interesting to note that, ironically, ECOWAS and 
the CEAO owe a lot to each other. Nigerian efforts to create 
ECOWAS and efforts by key francophone states, supported 
by France, to create and strengthen the CEAO were mutual
ly reinforcing. The more effort the one side made, the more 
effort was stimulated on the other side. 

The planning of ECOWAS clearly reflected an awareness 
of the political problems likely to face the new organization, 
particularly the economic and political differences between 
the francophone and anglophone states within the grouping, 
as well as the lessons of previous integration efforts in Africa 
and elsewhere. For example, an effort was made to balance 
the staffing and location of ECOWAS institutions between 
French-speaking and English-speaking states. Dr. 
Aboubacar Diaby-Ouattara, from the Ivory Coast, was 
chosen as Executive Secretary of ECOWAS; the Managing 
Director of the ECOWAS Fund has been a Liberian, first 
Alexander Romeo Horton and later Robert Tubman. The 
Secretariat was located in Lagos, Nigeria, and the Fund was 
headquartered in Lome, Togo. In addition , recognizing a fun
damental problem faced by previous experiments in regional 
integration (significantly, the East African Community was 
disintegrating a t the time), ECOWAS planners established 
the Fund for Cooperation, Compensation, and Development 
mentioned above, which would compensate those member 
states adversely affected by the achievement of ECOWAS 
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objectives of trade integration. These countries, it was 
generally recognized, were likely to be the poorer, land
locked countries of West Africa. The Fund would also 
finance regional development projects. It would be capitaliz
ed at $500 million initially (with 10 percent paid-in capital). 
Contributions would be assessed on member states, and the 
Fund would be able to expand its resources through borrow
ing in international capital markets. 

From 1975 to 1982 
The creation of ECOWAS produced a large number of op
timistic statements by African and foreign leaders and jour
nalists that at last a significant step toward the goal of col
lective self-reliance had been taken and that all West African 
countries-francophone and anglophone-had at last joined 
together in effective economic union. Unfortunately, the ex
perience of ECOWAS since 1975 has not borne out this op
timism. Soon after the organization was established, a 
dispute broke out between the Executive Secretary and the 
Managing Director of the Fund over the degree of authority 
the former had over the latter. This dispute dragged on for 
several years until it was finally resolved in 1979 by the 
dismissal of the Fund director. The effect of the dispute was 
to weaken the Secretariat and distract the attention of both 
the Secretariat and Fund staff from organizing and initiating 
ECOWAS activities. 

The early difficulties in staffing were not the only or even 
the most troublesome or portentious problems. Another im
pediment which arose within ECOWAS had to do with the 
implementation by members of the goal of free movement of 
persons within the Community, including not just visits but 
the establishment of residence and commercial activities by 
citizens of one ECOWAS country in another without the 
need to obtain a visa. One of the first countries to express 
concern over the impact of this policy was Nigeria, where 
wage levels were high relative to the rest of ECOWAS and 
thus likely to attract foreign workers. Arguments made 
within Nigeria against permitting free entry to ECOWAS 
citizens were reminiscent of those over immigration policy in 
the United States: the danger of an influx of cheap labor, 
the problems of providing expanded housing and other ser
vices for foreign labor, and the law and order and security 
problems that might arise if there were large numbers of 
resident foreign citizens. It seems ironic that the first country 
to be concerned about being economically disadvantaged 
from its participation in ECOWAS was not one of the poorer 
West African countries but.the richest, the most powerful, 
and the moving force behind the formation of the Communi
ty. As a result of the fears felt by Nigeria (and possibly 
others), ECOWAS states decided in 1979 to permit only 90-
day visits by ECOWAS nationals without visas. Achievement 
of full freedom of mobility of persons would take place over a 
15-year period. 

In regard to monetary harmonization and eventual union 
among ECOWAS states, both the plans and actual steps 
taken have been modest. This will undoubtedly be one of the 
most difficult goals to achieve, given the broad range of dif
fering monetary policies and relationships in West Africa and 
the very serious balance of payments problems already fac
ing many West African countries (including Nigeria). In addi
tion, the success of UMOA, previously described, represents 
an obstacle to broader monetary union. UMOA countries are 
unlikely to undo their existing arrangements for the uncer
tainties of monetary union jn ECOWAS, and non-UMOA 
states are unlikely to join a monetary union in which French 
presence and influence are so strong. If there were any doubt 
about the reluctance of UMOA members to cede any 

Members of ECOWAS 

State Currency 

1. Benin franc CFA 
2. Cape Verde C.V.escudo 
3. Gambia dalasi 
4. Ghana cedi 
5. Guinea syli 
6. Guinea-Bissau Guinea peso 
7. Ivory Coast franc CFA 
8. Liberia Liberian and U.S. dollar 
9. Mali Mali franc 

10. Mauritania ouguiya 
11. Niger franc CFA 
12. Nigeria naira 
13. Senegal franc CFA 
14. Sierra Leone leone 
15. Togo franc CFA 
16. UpperVolta franc CFA 

authority to ECOWAS in monetary matters, it was surely 
dispelled with their rejection of a proposal that ECOWAS be 
permitted to issue gold coins which would· be legal tender in 
all ECOWAS states. UMOA members argued that such an 
arrangement would be a derogation of the exclusive authori
ty of the BCEAO to issue money among UMOA members. 

Despite these clear and probably insuperable obstacles to 
monetary union or even harmonization among ECOWAS 
countries, a potentially useful institution has been created: 
the West African Clearing House, where all central banks in · 
the region can channel and ·clear their mutual transactions 
and reduce their dependence on clearing arrangements with 
European or American banks. West African banks have yet 
to make active use of this new institution, but it could pro
vide a framework for coordination in future years, particular
ly if trade among West African countries expands. 

The basic goals of ECOWAS lie in the area of unification 
of trade policies. A full economic union among ECOWAS 
states was to be achieved in three stages during the 15-year 
period after the entry into force of the Lagos Treaty creating 
the Community in 1975. The first stage, to last for two 
years, involved a freezing of import duties and a consolida
tion of customs duties by all ECOWAS members. During a 
second period of eight years, members would undertake to 
eliminate their import duties on goods produced in 
ECOWAS. During a final period of five years, members 
would unify their external tariffs vis-a-vis non-ECOWAS 
countries. Commencement of this process was delayed for 
four years. It was only in 1979 that ECOWAS ministers 
undertook to freeze tariffs. By May 1981, governments 
should have begun reducing their tariffs on ECOWAS goods, 
to be completely eliminated no later than 1989. Reports of 
the May 1982 meeting of the heads of state of ECOWAS 
suggest that " . .. a number of difficulties encountered have 
caused a delay in the implementation ... " of these provi
sions, mainly involving the trade of industrial goods. 

There have been a number of other problems in imple
menting the tariff reduction schedule, but a more important 
difficulty facing ECOWAS at present involves the CEAO and 
the Mano River Union. These organizations have requested 
that Article 20 of the Treaty of Lagos, which calls on 
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ECOWAS members to accord most-favored-nation treatment 
to other ECOWAS members, be suspended in their cases. 
This request reflects the same basic problem facing the 
ECOWAS goal of monetary harmonization and union: the 
reluctance of governments already participating in existing 
cooperative arrangements to undo or alter those arrange
ments for the uncertain benefits of a larger economic union . 
At their meeting in May 1982, the ECOWAS heads of state 
chose to put off a decision on the CEAO and MRU requests, 
reportedly until the ECOWAS ministerial meeting in 
November 1982. 

Finally, the ECOWAS Fund has begun to seek tenders for 
a major project establishing telecommunications links be
tween all ECOWAS capitals. This project was discussed in 
the early years of ECOWAS' existence, but action had been 
delayed by lack of information and a lack of funds. Studies 
(including feasibility studies) have now been undertaken and 
$25 million has been put aside to finance the project. Fur
ther delays may be in the offing. Reports from U.S. bankers 
indicate that no tenders were received which were anywhere 
near as low as $25 million . 

In sum, the record of ECOWAS thus far is disappointing . 
An institutional framework for discussion of economic rela
tions by West African leaders has been established and 
heads of state have continued to attend the annual meetings 
and to declare their support for the goals of ECOWAS. 
Some small starts have been made in creating institutions 
for monetary cooperation (if not coordination or harmoniza
tion) and a beginning has been made on developing 
telecommunications facilities which, hopefully, will enable 
Africans to communicate with one another across borders 
without channelling their messages through Europe. 
However, the goals of free movement of persons, trade 
liberalization among ECOWAS states, customs union, and 
monetary harmonization and integration are still very far 
from being realized. 

Prospects for the UMOA and the CEAO 
The prospects for continuing economic cooperation among 
francophone states and between them and France appear 
good through the remainder of this decade. The UMOA has 
been in existence long enough and has functioned effectively 
enough so that the leadership in member states perceives 
greater benefits than costs in continuing participation. 
Specifically, the long-term benefits of having a convertible 
currency are clearly regarded by member states as outweigh
ing the possible short-term benefits of running an indepen
dent monetary policy or the cost of being regarded by other 
African countries as neocolonial dependencies of France. 
Significantly, francophone states (with the exception of 
Mauritania) in the UMOA have remained members regard
less of changes in government, and in spite of differing 
political orientations. France's support for the UMOA and 
the considerable French presence and influence in many of 
these countries are also important in persuading UMOA 
members of the value of continuing participation. Neverthe
less, countries with widely varying levels of French presence 
(e.g. , the French presence in Mali is relatively modest com
pared to that in the Ivory Coast) have remained members or 
are seeking membership . 

The continuing support of the French connection by the 
largest of the francophone states-the Ivory Coast and 
Senegal-has been critical to the continuing participation of 
the other francophones in the UMOA. Should these govern
ments be replaced in the 1980s by more nationalistic leaders 
less willing to maintain the ties with France, the UMOA 
could be threatened. However , it is possible that even more 
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nationalistic governments in either of these countries would 
opt to remain in the UMOA as long as there were economic 
benefits to be obtained. 

The perception by the political leadership in francophone 
states of the benefits to be derived from continuing member
ship in the UMOA could change with worsening economic 
conditions in West Africa or in France. For example, a con
tinued deterioration in the terms of trade of the fran
cophones could make a policy of stringent controls on all 
imports (in effect, making their currencies inconvertible) in
creasingly attractive. A further source of strain could derive 
from the fixed-exchange-rate link between the franc CF A 
and the French franc. A change in the value of the franc in 
world markets will also change the value of the franc CF A 
and so the prices of imports and exports of UMOA countries, 
regardless of whether or not such a change corresponds to 
the economic needs of these countries. A sharp divergence 
between the exchange rate of the franc and the exchange 
rate preferred by UMOA countries (or, for that matter, a 
sharp divergence among the preferred rates of UMOA coun
tries themselves) could reduce the value of UMOA member
ship. 

Two final important factors affecting the economic benefits 
of UMOA membership in the 1980s will be the commitment 
of the French leadership and economic conditions in France. 
A comparison of the relatively successful efforts at economic 
cooperation in Africa with those which have not succeeded 
suggests that the activ·e support and involvement of a politi
cally and economically powerful state is critical. Successive 
French governments have placed considerable value on con
tinuing close economic and political ties with francophone 
countries. Tightening economic conditions in France and the 
continuation of large overdrafts by the BCEAO could cause 
the Mitterrand government or a successor to reevaluate the 
costs of maintaining French support for the UMOA; but, in 
the absence of a severe political or economic crisis in 
France, withdrawal of French support seems unlikely. 

The CEAO's path in the 1980s is somewhat more difficult 
to foresee. This organization has made a good start in 
achieving its goals of reducing tariffs, funding regional 
development projects, and moving toward economic integra
tion . Its creation was facilitated by the already existing 
UMOA and the support of France. Efforts to create and 
strengthen the CEAO by leaders of key francophone states 
were spurred by Nigerian efforts to create ECOWAS. Should 
Nigerian support of ECOWAS decline substantially (a 
possibility discussed below}, this threat and stimulus will be 
much reduced. Nevertheless, the momentum of integration 
already achieved in the CEAO may be sufficient to support 
further progress toward economic union in the remainder of 
this decade. 

Economic Factors Impeding ECOWAS 
One of the keys to establishing a successful common 
market is that member countries receive or expect to receive 
economic benefits from participation in the market. In 
theory, such benefits should include an expansion of trade 
among participating countries as discrimination against 
commodities produced within th e market falls and discrimi
nation against commodities produced outside the market is 
maintained or increased. Demand for commodities previous
ly imported from outside the market will then shift to com
modities produced within the market, which are now more 
price competitive. As a result, intra-market trade will expand 
and income and employment within the market will in
crease. If those producers with in the market are more effi
cient and sell at a lower cost than previous suppliers outside 
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the market, consumers within the market will also benefit 
through increases in their real income based on lower prices 
paid for their purchased goods. However, creation of a com
mon market can also have another effect on demand, pro
duction, and income. With the elimination of trade barriers 
among members, demand will shift within the market to the 
lowest-cost producers. This could mean that higher-cost pro
ducers in the market would be forced out of business and 
that the growth of production, employment, and income in 
one country would be at the expense of declines elsewhere. 
This situation might lead to a more efficient allocation of 
resources among market participants, but it would probably 
not be welcomed by those groups and countries losing out. 

Customs union theory is applied with difficulty to common 
markets among developing countries, particularly in Africa. 
Many African economies produce the same kinds of goods: 
primary products for domestic consumption or export. The 
degree of industrialization is low in these countries and few 
produce significant quantities of consumption or capital 
goods. What manufacturing exists (for example, in Nigeria) 
is often highly protected and consequently high-cost. Freeing 
trade among developing countries of West Africa could result 
in some shift in demand for certain agricultural or manufac
tured goods from high-cost producers in ECOWAS to lower
cost producers within the Community as described above 
(that is, if governments permitted this to happen) . However, 
the larger shift in demand might well be from low-cost pro
ducers of manufactured goods abroad to high-cost producers 
within the Community. This shift would benefit existing pro
ducers in ECOWAS (a fact recognized by the Nigerian 
business community which, not surprisingly, supported the 
creation of ECOWAS provided that the Community's free 
trade provisions applied to goods produced in ECOWAS 
countries). But the real income of consumers would be 
reduced and the foreign exchange costs of those countries 
which would now have to pay higher prices for their imports 
from Community members would be increased. Both of 
these potential shifts could present economic and political 
problems for governments of poor and undiversified econo
mies like those of West Africa. Governments might resist 
having producers at home driven out of business by competi
tion from producers across the border. Governments could 
also be expected to resist an increase in their foreign ex
change costs resulting from membership in a customs union. 
In theory, the ECOWAS Fund would compensate countries 
experiencing problems such as these as a result of their 
membership in the Community. However, the paid-in por
tion of the ECOWAS Fund is a relatively modest $50 million 
and it is uncertain whether the Fund will be able to borrow 
abroad to provide adequate compensation to disadvantaged 
countries if significant progress toward regional integration 
were achieved. 

Other impediments to increased trade among ECOWAS 
countries include inadequacies in transport and communica
tions facilities, the dependence of many governments on 
tariffs on imported goods for revenues (making them reluc
tant to reduce tariffs), the diversity of currency ar
rangements, and the practice by many governments of using 
foreign exchange controls to manage imports and exports. 
Typically, when non-UMOA governments face serious 
balance of payments crises, they impose strict controls on 
imports to conserve and ration foreign exchange. Such con
trols, if imposed on imports from other states in a common 
market, will undermine the basic objectives of the market. 

The expectations of economic gain on the part of many 
African governments participating in ECOWAS relate less to 

an immediate expansion in trade among market members 
than to the prospects of the expanded investment that crea
tion of a larger market is thought to attract. The attrac
tiveness of an ECOWAS covering 16 states with a total 
population of 140 million and a total gross national product 
of $75 billion has been one of the basic messages of the 
ECOWAS Executive Secretary in his many promotional 
journeys. The realization of this expectation, however, con
fronts a number of obstacles. 

The first obstacle is that the Community does not yet exist 
as a common market and shows little promise of becoming 
one in the near future. Investors can hardly be expected to 
base their decisions on the promise rather than the reality of 
such a market. And yet, an expansion in investment now 
may be a necessary condition for persuading ECOWAS 
members that it is worthwhile to continue to participate and 
to make the changes and sacrifices that will lead to econo
mic integration. It is the familiar chicken and egg problem. 

A second major obstacle is the serious economic situation 
facing many ECOWAS members. Even Nigeria-the largest 
if not always the easiest market to break into-has recently 
imposed strict controls on the use of foreign exchange, 
delaying the payment for foreign debts or paying debtors in 
naira rather than dollars or other convertible currencies. 
While Nigerian foreign exchange policy may be understand
able in the light of the world oil glut and the consequent 
sharp drop in foreign exchange revenues, it is a policy which 
is likely to scare off all but the most persistent of potential 
investors. 

There are also a range of general economic problems fac
ing the ECOWAS countries that make progress toward inte
gration difficult. These problems include the oil price in
creases in recent years which have put considerable strain 
on the balance of payments of oil-importing countries and 
have forced painful adjustments in domestic economies. The 
decline in the price of oil over the last year has provided 
some relief to the oil importers but has forced Nigeria to 
reevaluate development plans and priorities. Recent de
creases in the prices of coffee and cocoa and declining pro
duction of other export products (iron ore in Liberia, ground
nuts in Senegal) have reduced foreign exchange earnings. 
Producers of minerals and rubber have also suffered from a 
decline in world demand for their products resulting from the 
world recession. Countries which had borrowed abroad dur
ing the raw materials boom in the mid-1970s or later, to 
ease balance of payments strain, are now finding it difficult 
to meet their debt payments. Both Senegal and Togo, for ex
ample, have recently had to reschedule their foreign debts. 
Interest rates in world capital markets make new borrowing 
extremely expensive. This litany of problems does not even 
touch on the longer-term challenges of development, but it is 
sufficient to indicate the precarious economic situation in 
which many West African countries currently find 
themselves. These problems, in turn, materially affect the 
prospects of ECOWAS. 

Creation of an effective common market is difficult in the 
best of times. It involves very real risks and sacrifices on the 
part of many members as they alter key economic policies 
and as these changes adversely affect certain segments of 
their populations. Moreover, the benefits of participation are 
often realized only after several years. With the current 
economic problems facing them, it is doubly difficult for 
African governments to take these risks and bear these 
possible costs. ECOWAS was unlucky in that it was created 
at the beginning of a period of economic instabilities and dif
ficulties and was unable to develop a momentum before 
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these difficulties became serious. And the immediate pros
pects for an expanding world economy and economic relief 
for African countries are not bright. 

Political Factors Affecting ECOWAS 
Despite Nigeria's key role in the creation of ECOWAS, par
ticipation in a common market was controversial from the 
beginning within Nigeria and has remained so. The commit
ment of Generals Gowon and Olusegun Obasanjo to the idea 
of ECOWAS (and to the erosion of the French presence in 
West Africa) was key to Nigerian support and leadership in 
launching the Community. Nigeria under President Shehu 
Shagari has continued to affirm its support for ECOWAS. 
Now, however, the Nigerian government is facing its first na
tional election under the present constitution. This crucial 
political watershed, plus Nigeria's. new economic problems, 
are likely to focus attention on domestic issues, at least for 
the coming year. 

If we are correct in our assessment that France and the 
francophone states of West Africa are likely to continue to 
support their own regional economic institutions and to 
resist undoing them, it follows that any effort to force the 
francophones to change these institutions to strengthen 
ECOWAS (the immediate test will be on the CEAO and 
MRU requests, described earlier, for a derogation of Article 
20 of the Treaty of Lagos) would exacerbate the tensions be
tween France and the francophones on the one hand and 
Nigeria and the other West Africans on the other. An out
right split in ECOWAS seems unlikely, however, given the 
other strains on African unity at present (see "Where Does 
the OAU Go From Here?," CSIS Africa Notes, No. 3, 
September 1, 1982) and the uncertain gains to anyone from 
provoking an open confrontation. The differences between 
the francophones and others are likely to be papered over. 

In Sum 
- Although prospects for successful economic integration in 

the framework of ECOWAS in the 1980s are not promising, 
the Community will continue to exist and may make some 

modest contributions to expanding intra-African economic 
relations and development through specific projects. In any 
case, we should not ignore ECOWAS and the aspirations 
and ambitions which led to its creation. African countries 
will continue to aspire to the goals of collective self-reliance 
put forth in the Lagos Plan of Action of 1980. Moreover, ex
perience has taught us to be prepared for the unexpected in 
Africa. An improvement in the world oil market, a shift in 
policy by post-Houphouet leadership in the Ivory Coast away 
from close ties with France and toward closer cooperation 
with Nigeria, and a renewed commitment to regional in
tegration by a Nigeria that has safely made its way through 
the dangerous shoals of the 1983 elections could dramatical
ly alter the prospects for ECOWAS. Ex Africa semper ali
quid novi. 

-Carol Lancaster 
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